Public Paper only
DISCOVER THE WORLD OUTSIDE
Tired of working indoors and looking for a change to reactivate body and mind? Public
Paper only was specifically designed to help you discover the world outside and escape
the soporific office routine of the 21st century. With its innocent whiteness and reliable
quality paper, it is an affordable alternative public workspace for everyone.
LEAVE YOUR COMFORT ZONE
If you sit on a comfortable office chair at a spacious desk, you will not be able to realise
your full potential. Instead, get out of your comfort zone and go outside. Embrace all weather conditions and unforeseen events. Everything needed for your public workspace is
Public Paper only, which contains plenty of sheets coming along with a multitude of development possibilities for unusual results.
RELEASE YOUR ACCUMULATED EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
Crumple it up when you need it. Toss it to hit someone or something. Tear it up if you don‘t
like it. Smooth it out if you love it. Fold or squeeze it to make it smaller, unfold it to make it
bigger. Experience the emotional impact on your workspace.
STAY FLEXIBLE AND RESPOND TO YOUR DAILY NEEDS
Take the amount of sheets you need, depending on your daily situation. How big do you
feel today? Aiming for space? Grab as many sheets as you need. Or smaller? Just choose one. Through its practical size (Din A4), lightweight (75g/m2), amount of sheets (500x
in a regular package) your personalized working area can be enlarged and adapted to
different situations. It has been rigorously tested in different environmental and weather
situations to ensure a hassle-free working performance and consistent, inspiring results.
EXPERIENCE THE POSITIVE SIDE EFFECTS OF PUBLIC PAPER ONLY
Your time sitting indoors is over. Through the constant change of state of your new public
workspace, the eyes have regenerated, back pain is forgotten, and you got sufficient
vitamin D. Once you have started working with Public Paper only, you will have seen and
explored public space and its people in a way you did not before. Your workspace probably got wet, yellowed, torn, and dry in the sun. You are now a public sketch hunter,
traveling in daily life and discovering urban curiosities.
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